is the breeze, but cannot help himself -at the poem's end, Emma is still calling him back to a time he once knew.
Multiple voices overcode each other in this work. It is autobiographical, drawn from Hardy's own experience. It is literary, and utilizes alliteration, assonance, repetition and rhyme to further convey a lyrical longing for his love. His lost hope is heard through hallucination and the acoustics of nature, and shifts instantaneously between past and present in the space of a single line. Yet, the title Hardy gave this work connotes singularity: 'The Voice' -a definite article within which so many incarnations, variations and voices interact.
In its use of autobiography, literary devices, psychology and ecology, it is in many ways paradigmatic of the aims and scope of the Journal of Interdisciplinary Voice Studies, exemplifying the complex interactions of interdisciplinarity we seek to encourage, facilitate, curate and explore.
Notably, Hardy's poem straightjackets the multifaceted nature of his text at the service of titular brevity. Yet, we seek no such narrowing of what voice(s) can do, or be; indeed, the title of this journal studiously avoids such a reference to the definite article.
Rather, 'voice' is defined here as material (like the thorns oozing as the wind rushed from the north) and metaphoric (hallucinatory, a concept, ineffable, intangible). Voice is seen to create or stir memories, confirm relationships, externalize and internalize their loss, in noise and silence, in reality and imagination. Voice is literary, lived-in, longed-for and ultimately, in the pages of this new journal, a site for plural interaction. In this sense, just as Hardy's titular umbrella oversaw a multiplicity of voices at play, the pages of this journal seek to do the same, demonstrated by the selection of articles, practice-based scholarship and performative material in the following sections.
In the first of three articles in this inaugural issue, sound and performance studies scholar Marcus Cheng Chye Tan offers a reading of vocality and silence as political agents of dissent and multicultural discourse. Using Georges Bataille's dialectic of civilized speech and silent violence to consider mass media and official reactions to riots by foreign workers in the Little India district of Singapore in December 2013, vocality is considered as a sense of social subjectivity and authority, while silence is constructed as a further form of vocality, rather than purely the absence of self. In his conceptual deployment of these terms to understand the local and global reactions to a specific moment of political activism, Tan invokes Don Ihde to suggest that irrespective of imposed silences, voice always has the power to offer freedom from that which is unuttered -even when impositions threaten that materiality or subjectivity. In many ways, a suggested connection between philosophical, ecological and political concerns exemplifies the interdisciplinary approaches invited and curated through the pages of this new journal. It is because of the broad church of contributions on offer that the potentially rich interplay of connections and juxtapositions can be explored and facilitated, and as you read in depth about the vocality of political discourse, the acoustic ecology and object-voices in poetry, and the philosophical concepts of voice and subjectivity, we invite you to draw your own connections and conclusions, questions and ideas, and of course, potentially consider ways that you might wish to contribute to future issues. In this respect, the following are just some of the areas we invite for consideration in forthcoming issues:
• Voice as methodology Indeed, along with the emphasis on natural voice in Linklater, it is precisely this productive layering of the autobiographical, the spatially situated and the imaginative play with vocality and subject -in the work of Mollin and Voegelin, and non zero one -that might also offer provocation redolent of the multiplicity of voices at play in Hardy's poem of lost love.
This selection, then, represents a first but decisive step. As the journal develops, and in close collaboration with our publishing team at Intellect, our aim is to take full advantage of the opportunities afforded by online and media-based platforms in order to keep exploring alternate, multidisciplinary and ground-breaking 'Voicings'. Already, the online publication of all contributions, including articles, offers the chance to 'open up' the discursive content of the text through hyperlinks to websites and embedded audio files -and we encourage future contributors to also engage with the vocal in this way. Potential contributions to 'Voicings' may include, but are in no way limited to:
• Practitioners' reflections
• Vocal scores and transcripts of music/sound/audio/multimedia artworks A similar concern with capturing the building energy of the field is exhibited in the 'Reviews' section of the journal, skilfully led by our Reviews Editor, Gelsey Bell.
Monograph publications on voice used to be rare occasions, but the last decade has witnessed a dramatic change in this scarcely populated landscape. From an interdisciplinary perspective, the rising interest in voice has been met with an unprecedented increase in additions to the existing corpus of works -ranging from monographs and edited collections to exhibition catalogues, annotated scores and intermedia outputs. Given that this is the first academic journal dedicated to the interdisciplinary study of voice, we have decided to review publications from up to five years ago -almost documenting the consolidation of the interdiscipline of voice studies in its making. Our reviewers offer expert and passionate reflections on the published works and the hope is that their responses are not side commentaries but valuable contributions to debates around voice in-and-of-themselves. The very fact that the works discussed in this issue originated in sound studies, actor training, cultural studies, philosophy and performance studies speaks volumes for the need to facilitate the crossing of disciplinary boundaries in voice research. Gothenburg (2015) . We are keen on documenting such voice-focused gatherings and exchanges and in this issue's 'Reviews' section, we are pleased to present a review of yet another seminal event: the Voice Studies Now conference, held earlier this year at UCLA, United States. It is only evident, then, that voice has decisively returned to the forefront of academic discourses. Needless to say, we are very aware that the remit of a journal can only encompass a certain amount of these reinvigorated efforts. It is our ambition, however, that this new publication will facilitate dialogues and creative cross-fertilizations across hitherto demarcated fields of research -and that our understanding, and pleasure, of voice will get all the more nuanced and significantly richer for that.
We hope that you enjoy the first issue of the Journal of Interdisciplinary Voice Studies.
